FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs)
TENDER ID# 004-FAC-001-102022- THE PROVISION OF PLAYING FIELD
MAINTENANCE SERVICES AT THE HASELY CRAWFORD STADIUM, LARRY GOMES
STADIUM, ATO BOLDON STADIUM, MANNIE RAMJOHN STADIUM AND THE
DWIGHT YORK STADIUM
1. Where can I access the Tender Document Purchase Request (TDPR)Form?
Answer: You can access the TDPR Form on the SPORTT company website.
2. Question: Can I bid for maintenance services at the facility of my choice?
Answer: Yes, tenderers have the option to bid for the maintenance of one, some or
all the playing fields at the stated locations.

3. Question: If I opt out of bidding for ALL of the facilities would the cost of the tender
package remain the same?
Answer: Yes, the cost of the tender package remains as quoted regardless of the
number of facilities you choose to bid for.
4. Question: How much does the Tender Documents package cost?
Answer: A non-refundable fee of TT$2000.00 or the equivalent of US $ 300.00
5. Question: Can I submit a proposal without including the Tender Security?
Answer: No, the Tender Security is mandatory and therefore must be included with
your proposal.

6. Question: What form of payments are acceptable?
Answer: Payment can be made via bank-to-bank transfers, direct deposit, or wire
transfer to SPORTT’s First Citizens bank chequing account #1413090
7. Question: Is credit card payment accepted?
Answer: No, payment via credit card is not facilitated at this time.
8. Question: Can payments be made in person at SPORTT office?
Answer: In person payments are not facilitated at this time. Kindly refer to the
“Guideline for online payments document”.

9. Question: Can tender documents be collected at SPORTT office?
Answer: Collection of tender documents at the SPORTT office will not be facilitated
at this time.
10. Question: When is the deadline for the sale of tender?
Answer: 19th October 2022

11. Question: Is it mandatory to sign the “Contractors Declaration and Commitment” as
stated in the Request for Proposal document?
Answer: Yes, it is mandatory for tenderers to acknowledge and sign the Contractors
Declaration and Commitment for.
12. Question: Would SPORTT be responsible for organizing travel to Tobago for the site
visit at the Dwight York Stadium?
Answer: No, the onus is on the tenderer to make their own travel arrangements and
ensure that they arrive at the site on the scheduled date and time.

